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Whether financial markets (mainly U.S. equity markets) are efficient [1-6] has been a topic of discussion in the popular financial press and also in academic journals for some decades. Events in earlier years (e.g., US stock market crash of 1987, dot-com bubble of 2000) were followed by the financial market meltdown in 2008, the examples of successful investors who have beaten the market repeatedly, the occurrence of so-called market anomalies, and the emerging of financial behaviourists, increased interest in market efficiency. One issue in this debate is the meaning of efficient markets, a concept that appears to be subject to misunderstanding or is not sufficiently clarified, and that still remain a sensitive research issue among academics. The concept of market efficiency has been extensively documented and this piece does not pretend to make a full review of the theoretical, empirical work and controversies surrounding it. The main objective is to shed light about one of its main implications, that is, that in an efficient equity market an investor - individual, financial or non-financial institution- cannot systematically obtain positive excess profits by trading securities.

Are market crashes or bubbles evidence against market efficiency? Can investors benefit from these events? To begin, a brief review of the theoretical concept of market efficiency or the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is worth examining. Eugene Fama, a prominent finance scholar, published a seminal paper in 1970 that developed the concept of market efficiency which took three forms [7]. First, a market is efficient in the strong form if the price of securities (e.g., equities) fully reflect all available information (public and private). An implication of this is that insiders (e.g., company officers) cannot take advantage of their privileged (private) information (e.g., an important discovery of diamond's mine) by buying stock and selling it at a higher price upon the announcement of the good news, thereby profiting from their information access [8]. This trading upon insider information is contrary to the norms of the financial industry and is illegal, and may result in financial penalties as well as incarceration as shown in recent highly publicized cases. While these may act to deter insiders from acting illegally, it is difficult to assess how much illegal activity by insiders actually occurs.

Second, markets can be nearly efficient (the semi-strong form). This means that the announcement of a firm-specific event or the occurrence of other type of economic, social or natural events (e.g., unexpected changes in interest rates, social unrest, or an earthquake) that may affect the profitability of a firm will have an immediate impact on the firm's stock price. Since the stock price would reflect instantaneously the value of the news, investors cannot profit from it. Fama [9] and Brown [5] cite various studies that support this form of market efficiency. For example, the collapse of the financial system in 2008 was triggered by a battery of negative events emanating from Wall Street such as the announcement of the insolvency of Lehman Brother's investment bank. The value of this negative news was reflected immediately in its stock price and the stock price of others financial institutions linked to Lehman's. Since the announcement of this event was unexpected, it is unlikely that investors were able to profit from it.

The third form of market efficiency (the weak-form), asserts that the price of a security today reflects the value of firm-specific or economic events that have occurred in the past and that may had material effect in the company profits. The implication of this is that investors cannot use trading rules based on the behavior of firm's past prices to obtain risk adjusted excess-returns. This implies that the expected price of a stock at the end of the day should be equal to yesterday's price plus its risk adjusted expected daily return plus the value of new information (positive or negative) which is random. There is some ex-post evidence that this form of market efficiency may not hold [9,10]. That is, these studies indicate that return may be predictable based on history of past returns such that investors can use trading strategies based on the pattern of past prices. However, Fama [9] argues that these predictable profits -if they actually occur- would be short lived, for example, as other mimic those practices. Also as there is limited agreement on what actually generates predictable profits [10], it becomes less likely that investors can systematically profit by following trading rules based on past pattern of prices.

Do successful investment careers contradict the efficient market hypothesis? These success stories include Peter Lynch, who as a manager of the Magellan Fund repeatedly outperformed most of the time the S&P 500 Index benchmark from 1977 to 1990 [11], Bill Miller, a mutual fund manager of the Legg Mason Value Trust who holds the impressive record of beating the S&P for 15 consecutive years [12], and Warren Buffet 'considered the most successful investor of the 20th century’ [13]. The success of these skilled investors has been based mostly by assessing correctly the fundamental or fair value of firm's stock price relative to its market price which is determined by supply and demand. If the fundamental value is above the market price a profit may be obtained by taking long positions on the undervalued stock and selling it when the market price reaches its fair value. Similarly, if the fundamental value is below the market price a profit may be obtained by selling the stock short (i.e., borrowing the stock from a broker and selling it immediately at the higher market price; when it reaches its fair (low) value, the stock is bought and returned it to the broker, profiting from the difference net of transaction costs). These examples of high performance demonstrate that some techniques, and approaches (such as long range perspectives in the context of fundamental analysis) using the same information available to others, can results in stock selections that result in superior performance over time. However, it is also clear that many investors mimic the investment decisions of notables, thereby resulting in lower possibilities of generating consistent excess profits for some of the parties involved. Thus, the competitive process of detecting mispriced securities actually makes the market more efficient, that is, market prices reflecting their fundamentals. Generally then, it appears that variation in techniques and acumen are not completely accounted for the efficient market hypothesis.
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Finally, isn't the return record of Lynch, Miller, and Buffett evidence against market efficiency? If consistent performance is defined as always outperforming the market, the answer is no. For instance, Lynch didn't beat the S&P 500 during 2 of the 13 years in which he managed the Magellan Fund. Bill Miller's fund dramatically underperformed the S&P 500 benchmark index in 2006 [14]. Also, Warren Buffett's wealth decreased by $6-billion during 2010 while other prominent investors such as George Soros increased [15]. These cases are evidence, consistent with the implication of the efficient market hypothesis, that is, investors cannot consistently outperform their benchmark.

Similarly, aren't documented market anomalies associated with recurrent excess returns such as day of the week effect (lower returns on Mondays compared to other days), January effect (higher returns on January relative to other months), or size effect (investing in small companies generate excess returns compared to large firms) [9] contrary to market efficiency? Studies report that once the returns are adjusted by risk and transaction costs, investors are unable to generate significant profits [16,17]. Another criticism of the efficient market hypothesis is made by behaviourists who assert that investors are not as rational as the EMF posits [18,19], that is, investors are prone to behaviours that can be detrimental to their wealth. For instance, buying or selling securities when everybody else is doing it (i.e., herding or selling (buying) when the markets is down (up), without examining the stock's fundamentals. In fact, these behaviours may occur from time to time which could move prices beyond their fundamental value. The issue is: can investors take advantage of this 'irrational' behaviour? It is difficult to determine since irrational behaviour is hard to identify and ex-ante no less to profit from it [16,20]. For example, herding may be rational if circumstances change, but may be irrational if people are simply following the leader.

An alternative and promising approach to the efficient market and behavioral finance developed by Andrew Lo [21] called Adaptive Market Hypothesis (AMH), may be the venue to reconcile these views and solve those issues. Briefly, the AMH hypothesis is based as a starting point in the EMH, a frictionless system where no capital market imperfections would occur, e.g., transaction costs, taxes, and behavioral biases or ‘irrationality’. However, environmental changes, in which investors might not be prepared, make them prone to ‘irrational’ behavior from the point of view of behaviorists but sub-optimal from the view of the AMH. Lo [21] argue that this behaviour in an evolutionary context is normal since investors by trying to adapt to the changing and highly competitive new environment can make mistakes or act irrationally. He adds that 'in the presence of such real-world imperfections, the laws of natural selection or, more appropriately, "survival of the richest", determine the evolution of investors fits into this natural selection context.

In summary, the empirical evidence shows that inability of investors to consistently obtain risk-adjusted excess profits net of transaction costs indicates that markets may be considered fairly efficient. This does not rule out that the market value of securities may misalign to their fundamental value (creating profit opportunities for shrewd investors), or that market anomalies do not exist or financial bubbles would not occur. New approaches beyond those supporting efficient markets or behavioral finance, such as the AMH may be needed to provide more insights on the issues that still remain as puzzles in the investment environment.
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